


NOSTALGIA

(Written by Stewie Griffin)


Nostalgia is something that takes us back

To a place where things weren’t just white & black


It was a moment in time full of color & joy

But all of the stuffs just a major decoy


Time is an illusion and thus also the past

So what we want to stick around and what we really want to last


Is the emotions we felt when things felt fantastic

When things wasn’t stuck! Everything felt elastic


Anything could happen and all felt new

From the cartoons on TV to the Air Jordan shoe


I don’t wanna go back in contrast to the present

But I don’t want to grow up either just like any adolescent


I wanna stay with these emotions of faith & not doubt

Like who are you friend and what are you about?


The new is not material like consuming a brand new thing

It’s all about the experience within it that it brings


So if you begin today and create from what you got

You will experience more & more and that will feel a lot


The more you feel the more you get from the state of feeling good

No matter if your rich. Middle class. Or living in the hood


Because your imagination has the ability to shine

And if you use it wisely you’ll say


Victory is mine!


Thnx Stewie. Olivjuice 💕 


// The Rose




You wanna know the truth about fictional characters?


They are alive. They are not fiction.


You know why?


Because they are created from the perception and interpretations of one or more 
human beings. The express all kinds of wonderful ideas, questions, statements, 

messages of love coming from all these people.


So they are actually the human expression manifested in art.


When Stewie gets some airtime inside my world, that is actually me being open to 
receive the expressions of everyone involved in creating him.


But as I share it I also include everyone loving him as a character.


So we are all in here. I feel that.


Lao Tzu, Confucius, Buddha, Osho, Ram Dass, Wayne Dyer, Mooji, Adam Sandler


They are not ”Great Thinkers” as the world suggest they are.


They are great feelers.


With a little connecting the dots in between.


Like 95% feeling and 5% thinking.


I’m also like that.


I don’t create from thinking.

I create from feeling.


That way I don’t have anyone else’s opinion involved and I can be authentic.


One of the greatest words of wisdom to ever come my way was Pharrell Williams 
that said something like:


If you create something kool, the kids will sniff it out. 

And I thought that was initially about teenagers and pop culture.

It is but the ones sniffing it out lives inside all of us. Because we like love.


We love love! We love friendship and a world OF love.

Man I really hope I stink.










